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pipe systems meet the various installation needs. 
A wide and complete offer, consisting of 6 different ranges: 
 

- Ewoprex: evolved DNA, the most complete press fittings 

- Safe_press: the safest press fittings 

- Trident: 3 in 1 press fittings 

- 5S00: the multi-profile press fittings, available up to Ø63 

- 5300: compression fittings with cut brass olive

- 5E00: compression fittings with removable pipe holder    

   and cut brass olive  
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EVOLVED DNA
Multi-profile press fittings
with galvanic treatment and
Leak Before Press system

 “Steel like tin” galvanic treatment: stable at ordinary 
high temperatures; reduces limescale deposits, protects 
against lead release, ensures high water potability, resists 
corrosion and wear, cancels dezincification, guarantees 

the permanence of lucidity over time

 LEAK BEFORE PRESS function: if the fitting is not properly 

pressed, leaks are immediately noticed when the water 

circulates in the system

 Multitool: TH, H, U

 Dielectric ring with window for checking the correct 

position of the pipe

 Colored ring for immediate identification of the diameter 

and thickness of the pipe

 Available up to Ø63, including Ø16x2.25 and Ø20x2.50

prex

Multijaws press fittings for 
multilayer pipe for gas and water

   3 in 1: WATER, GAS, HEATING

 Certified O-Ring for water and gas

 Sleeve with colored stick for immediate identification of 

applications and dimensions

 Comply with UNI 11344 standards

 Dielectric ring with window for checking the correct 

position of the pipe

MULTILAYER PIPE FOR WATER

TB00.20 Pe-xb/Al/Pe-xb in bar 

TB00.20 Pe-xb/Al/Pe-xb in coils 

TB00.20 Pe-xb/Al/Pe-xb  
in coils with red insulation

TB00.20 Pe-xb/Al/Pe-xb  
in coils with blue insulation

TB00.20 Pe-xb/Al/Pe-xb  
in coils with grey insulation

TB00.20 WHITE FRIO  
Pe-xb/Al/Pe-xb in coils with 
white insulation

MULTILAYER PIPE FOR GAS

TB00.20.Y METALGAS BAR 
Pe-xc/Al/Pe-xb in bar

TB00.20.Y METALGAS 2
Pe-x/Al/Pe-xb in coils

TB00.21.Y METALGAS 2
Pe-xb/Al/Pe-xb in coils, with sheath 

TB00.31.Y 
Corrugated yellow sheath

LINE 5S00
Multijaws press fittings for 
multilayer pipe

   Multitool: TH, H, U, B, F, CH

 Dielectric ring with window for checking the correct 

position of the pipe

 DVGW approved

 Available up to Ø63

LINE 5300
Compression fittings with cut olive 

   Both for drinking water and heating 

 DVGW approved

 No contact between nickel 

 and water

LINE 5E00
Compression fittings with removable pipe holder and
cut olive 

   Both for drinking water and heating

 DVGW approved

 No contact between nickel 

 and water

 Seal guaranteed by the mechanical tightening of the fitting 

and the compression of the O-Ring of the pipe holder.

Multi-profile press fittings
with Leak Before Press system

 LEAK BEFORE PRESS function: if the fitting is not properly 

pressed, leaks are immediately noticed when the water 

circulates in the system

 Multitool: TH, H, U

 Dielectric ring with window for checking the correct 

position of the pipe

 DVGW approved

 Available up to Ø63


